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Abstract 
Over 50 meteorites are now recognized as having originated on Mars.  These meteorites appear to have crystallized in a substantial 
gravity field and contain trapped gases identical in isotopic composition with the Martian atmosphere measured by Viking spacecraft. It is 
assumed that the acceleration of these meteorites to the 5 km/s escape velocity of Mars is the result of crater forming impacts of asteroids 
and/or comets on Mars. Direct shock acceleration implies the meteorites were subjected to a shock pressure of about 65 GPa, but most 
Martian meteorites show no evidence of such high pressures. Based on hydrocode calculations, it has been proposed that these meteorites 
were accelerated to the 5 km/s escape velocity of Mars as low-pressure high-velocity spalls.  This mechanism is impossible, a violation of 
momentum conservation.  Here we examine alternate mechanisms.  We conclude that Martian rocks could be accelerated by the 
expansion of supercritical water that was shock compressed by the impact of an asteroid or comet, as was originally proposed by Wasson 
and Wetherill.  
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Hypervelocity Impact Society 
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1. Introduction 
 Meteorites are extraterrestrial objects that may be crudely classified as stony, iron, and stony-
recognized on the basis of unique characteristics, such as the fusion crust formed during high-speed atmospheric entry. Most 
meteorites have characteristics that are compatible with their origin on asteroids. A few stony meteorites, long recognized as 
anomalous, appear to have solidified in a more substantial gravity field. Indeed, they would have been mistaken for 
terrestrial rocks but for their fusion crusts and the fact that they were observed to fall. About thirty-five years ago, 
meteoriticists began to consider the possibility that these meteorites originated on Mars.   In 1983, Bogard and Johnson [1] 
found that the trapped gas in one of these anomalous meteorites was identical in composition with Viking Lander 
measurements of the Martian atmosphere. Clayton and Mayeda [2] showed that these meteorites have characteristic oxygen 
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isotope ratios different from the Earth and from recognized asteroidal meteorites. Nitrogen isotopes and nitrogen-to argon 
ratios of trapped gases were also found to be in agreement with Viking measurements [3].  Subsequent studies of trapped 
gases and oxygen isotopes have provided very strong evidence for the Martian origin of more than 50 meteorites. Today 
there is little room for reasonable doubt of their Martian origin. However, the initial suggestions that some meteorites were 
Martian were met with considerable skepticism.  It was recognized that it is not trivial to accelerate an 18 kg stone like 
Zagami (the largest Martian meteorite) to a velocity in excess of 5 km/s, the escape velocity of Mars.   
2.  Acceleration mechanisms  
In order to accelerate Martian rocks to 5 km/s, one must invoke collisions of asteroids or comets with Mars. Direct shock 
acceleration implies a shock pressure of at least 65 GPa, enough to partially melt most classes of presumed Martian 
meteorites.  However, many Martian meteorites showed no evidence of having been shocked to pressures above 10 GPa.  
Three low-pressure mechanisms have been suggested. 
    
2.1 Entrainment mechanisms 
 
calculations [5] showed the mechanism to be possible for rocks up to a meter in diameter, but she rejected it for other 
reasons.  Nyquist [6] suggested that the fine particles produced in an oblique impact could act to accelerate surface rocks to 
ed that this mechanism could accelerate Martian 
meteorites as large as 10 cm in radius. This mechanism seemed to account for the largest Martian meteorite, with a generous 
arguments against this mechanism 
appear to have been based on a misreading of relevant papers, the mechanism was not widely accepted by the Planetary 
Science community. Furthermore, the simplifying assumptions that made the calculations possible also made them suspect. 
 
 
2.2 Spall mechanism 
 
The problem appeared to be solved by the publication of the results of hydrocode calculations that indicated that impacts 
on Mars could produce lightly shocked high velocity spall fragments [8].  Other groups replicated and expanded upon those 
results [9,10]. The authors of the cited papers had recognized that their results appeared to have violated the Hugoniot 
relations that are derived from the Conservation Laws.  However, they assumed that the hydrocode calculations must be 
correct because the codes themselves incorporate the Conservation Laws.  The spall mechanism seemed to satisfy most of 
those who had previously doubted that meteorites could have come from Mars.  
  
2.3 Impossibility of the spall mechanism 
 
    In 2009, it was pointed out that the spall mechanism is indeed impossible, a violation of the Hugoniot relations (11).  It is 
true that the maximum spall velocity is the so-called free surface velocity, approximately twice the particle velocity.  
However, the particle velocity, shock velocity, and pressure are related by the single-shock Hugoniot relation derived from 
conservation of momentum: 
 
                                                          P-Po = UsUp/Vo                                                                                     (1) 
 
Where P is the shock pressure, Po the initial pressure (usually so small it is neglected), Us is the shock velocity, Up is the 
particle velocity, and Vo is the initial specific volume of the material in which the shock is propagating.  The combination of 
high ejection velocity with low shock pressure is thus impossible for a single shock 
A response by proponents of the spall mechanism argued that the Hugoniot relations, customarily derived for planar 
shock waves, do not apply to divergent flow (12). In fact they do apply to divergent flow as pointed out in 1963 by Duvall 
and Fowles (13), who cite a 1949 paper by Bleakny and Taub (14).   Indeed, for shock wave experimenters making 
measurements of pressure, particle velocity, and shock velocity in divergent flow geometry, the compatibility of all three 
measurements with the momentum conservation equation has long been considered evidence that the measurements are 
accurate.  Comparison of accurate measurements with good hydrocode calculations of the same experiment generally show 
good agreement in shock velocity and particle velocity and poor agreement in peak pressure. It is not surprising that 
planetary scientists, lacking access to experimental data from  thousands of classified weapons effects experiments, were 
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deceived by the results of their hydrocode calculations and inferred that the Hugoniot relations did not apply do divergent 
flow. 
 
2.4 Artificial viscosity and hydrocodes 
 
Scientists who have become accustomed to the power of numerical solutions of differential equations may be surprised 
that hydrocodes can produce impossible results.  The impossible spall mechanism is a consequence of the artificial viscosity 
term introduced by Richtmeyer and Von Neumann in 1950 (15).  The artificial viscosity term smoothes the abrupt shock 
front, spreading it out over a number of computational cells. Judicious selection of artificial viscosity parameters solves the 
problem of numerical oscillations that plagued early attempts to develop hydrocodes (16). Richtmeyer and Von Neumann 
did recognize that there would be errors due to the artificial viscosity term. However they pointed that the errors could be 
reduced to a tolerable level simply by reducing the computational cell size.   
Because of artificial viscosity, the peak pressures in the computation cells (usually between 5 and 10) nearest a free 
surface are too low.  For the cell adjacent to the free surface, an expected 65 GPa peak pressure may be in the range of 5 to 
20 GPa, depending on the artificial viscosity parameters chosen by the hydrocode user.  The hydrocode calculations that 
size of a meter or more, large enough to account for the 
largest Martian meteorites. As the computational cell size is reduced, the size of the anomalous region decreases 
correspondingly.  The spall mechanism would never have been proposed if the cell size had been 10 cm, too small to 
account for the larger Martian meteorites.     
3. Vapor acceleration revisited 
    
(personal communication, 2011) credited George Wetherill with the idea, based on knowledge of the presence of water on 
Mars and on the belief that vapor acceleration could be sufficiently gentle to avoid crushing. Here we examine the 
mechanism in more detail.  
It is well known that the maximum expansion velocity of the gas limits the maximum velocity of a gas-accelerated 
projectile. This expansion velocity is the sound velocity and varies with the square root of temperature divided by the 
molecular weight of the gas.  For a gas of molecular weight 18, namely water, a temperature of ~45,000 K would be 
required to reach an expansion velocity in excess of 5 km/s.  Since water dissociates into its constituent atoms at a much 
lower temperature, the average molecular weight is 6 and the requisite temperature is a mere 15,000 K.  Laser-shocked 
water has been observed to expand at 5.9 km/s [17].  
atmosphere. It has been estimated that 
atmosphere. Even allowing for comparable mass ablation during launch from Mars, the initial size of Zagami was well 
 
 
 3.1 Estimated shock conditions 
 
We make simple estimates of the shock conditions required to heat dissociated water to 15,000 K, based on 
extrapolations of available data. The required internal energy increase, about 65 kJ/g, would be attained on release from a 
shock pressure of about 250 GPa. The equivalent impact velocity would be about 12 km/s for stone asteroid collision with 
Mars. If one models a comet as a solid ice ball, the equivalent impact velocity would be about 20 km/s. These are reasonable 
velocities for impacts of asteroids and comets on Mars.  We have neglected the contribution from the impact to the motion 
of the water.  We have also neglected all of the complications of expansion, including adiabatic cooling and heating due to 
recombination of hydrogen and oxygen.  The purpose of our back-of-the-envelope estimates was to determine whether the 
 
4. Conclusions 
To date, the Wasson and Wetherill mechanism seems to be a viable mechanism for launching rocks from Mars into an 
Earth-crossing orbit.  In essence it is a natural two-stage gas gun in which the first stage consists of water compression by an 
asteroid or a comet impact on the surface of Mars. If the gas were to escape through a fissure opening to the surface outside 
of the crater rim, the entrained rocks could be free of any signs of shock metamorphism from the event that launched them 
into space. Any observed shock metamorphic effects could have occurred in a much earlier event.   
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The Nyquist mechanism, acceleration by a spray of fine particles produced in an oblique impact, cannot be ruled out, 
however. Even if more detailed calculations show the mechanism to be unlikely for Martian meteorites it could still account 
for much lower escape velocity Lunar meteorites.  
The spall mechanism cannot account for Martian meteorites. Nor can it account for launching Earth rocks into a Mars 
crossing orbit or for launching Mercurian rocks into an Earth crossing orbit.    
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